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Agenda

• Background
• HIPAA & HITECH Summary
• Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) for HIPAA Revisions

published July 2010 with 60 day comment period
• Key Changes
• Enforcement & Penalties
• Breach Notification
• Patients Rights Changes
• Disclosure Changes
• Business Associates

• Are you ready?
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Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) Background

• Federal legislation created in 1996 to allow “portability” of health
insurance

• Department of Health & Human Services (DHHS)  issued the
Privacy Rule and subsequently the Security Rule

• HIPAA is essentially a “floor” – the minimum national requirements.

• HITECH Act of 2009 requires changes to some key HIPAA
provisions over the next several years related to funding for
electronic health records (EHRs)

• HHS issued a notice of rule making in July 2010. Intent is to
incorporate the HITECH changes into the HIPAA Privacy and
Security rules. HHS seeking provider feedback on some issues
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HIPAA Background

• Additionally each state has laws relating to confidentiality of information

• State law takes precedence (“trumps”) for elements where state law
provides either

– Greater protection of patient information and/or
– More rights to patient to access or control their information

• Do not ignore state law: HIPAA and HITECH may still be “trumped” by
requirements of stricter state laws or state laws that provide patients with
greater rights over their information.
– Example: California requires patients receive a copy of their medical

record in 15 days where HIPAA currently allows 30 days

• Check your State Health Information Management Association for
guidance on federal/state analysis

HITECH ACT - 2009

Health Information Technology for Economic & Clinical Health Act
(HITECH)

• Part of ARRA – American Reinvestment and Recovery Act
• Passed by Congress in February 2009
• Goal to expand use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) across

the country prompted changes to Privacy and Security Rules
• Requires changes to HIPAA Rules to be enacted over a period of

time with multiple effective dates.
• Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) issued in July 2010 by

HHS to incorporate the HITECH requirements into the Privacy
and Security Rules
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Component Focus Effective Date
Privacy • Patient Rights

• Permitted Uses
April 2003

Security Electronic PHI (ePHI) April 2005

HITECH Act Changes penalties, enforcement,
notification to patient and public,
accounting requirements,
restrictions on use. Tied to use of
Electronic Health Record

Various starting
February 2009

Request for
Provider Comments

Accounting of Disclosures for TPO
(HITECH)

Comment period
ended May 2010

Notice of Proposed
Rule Making July
2010

Makes HITECH changes in the
HIPAA  Privacy and Security rules

60 day comment
period ending Sept
2010

HIPAA & HITECH Time Frames

Summary of HITECH Changes 2/2009

Focus Summary of Change Effective Date

Penalties Four tiers of penalties ranging from
$100 to $50,000 per violation for
violations due to “willful neglect”

2/17/2009

Business Associates Business Associates must
implement HIPAA Security
Requirements

2/17/2009

Definition of Unsecured
PHI

“Safe harbor” for breaches Issued 4/27/2009

Breach Notification Requirements for notification of
patients and HHS for breaches
involving “unsecured” PHI &
violations of Privacy Rules

9/23/2009

Access to Electronic
Health Records (EHRs)

Provide patients copy of Health
Record in electronic format

2/17/2010

Request for Restrictions Mandatory restrictions to health
plan when patient pays out of
pocket for services

2/17/2010
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HITECH Changes Continued

Focus Summary of Changes Effective Date

Minimum Necessary Disclosures to be limited to amount
in an Limited Data set pending
guidance from Secretary HHS

8/17/2010

Accounting of
Disclosures

Inclusion of disclosures for TPO for
prior 3 years

(Acquire system after 1/1/2009,
effective 2011) No later than 2016
for current users. No later than
2013 for new users

Dependent on acquisition of
EHRs.

HHS recently requested
comment on requirement

Fundraising Strengthens opt out provisions 2/17/2010.  NPRM in July
2010 requesting provider
feedback

Marketing Prohibition on “sale” of PHI 8/17/2010
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Penalties for Breaches

• First to be published was the enforcement provisions and penalties for
non-compliance

• Effective in February 2009
• Established per violation penalty and cap for each type of violation.

Different types of violations can result in multiple penalties and caps
being reached.

• Establishes four tiers of penalties based on violation:
– Tier A  Violations in which there was an inadvertent violation and the person

would have taken different action if they were aware of the violation
– Tier B  Violation due to reasonable cause but not willful neglect
– Tier C  Violation due to willful neglect, but the problem has been corrected
– Tier D  Violations due to willful neglect, but the problems have not been

corrected
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Federal Penalties

    The federal government also put in place penalties in February 2009 for these
types of privacy and security  violations.  If multiple violations, can be
assessed multiples of the fines

Tier A From minimum of $100 for each violation  to maximum of
$10,000 per calendar year

Tier B From minimum of $1000 for each violation to maximum
of $50,000 per year

Tier C
From minimum of $10,000 per violation to
maximum of $250,000 per year

Tier D From minimum of $50,000 per violation to a maximum of
$1.5 million per year

NPRM: Enforcement

• If determined due to willful neglect, HHS  is required to investigate and impose penalties
for confirmed violations.  Investigation will include Covered Entity and Business Associate
as applicable

• If determined not due to willful neglect, HHS can resolve complaints by informal means
(e.g.  “covered entity or business associate did not know, and by exercising reasonable
diligence, would not have known of a violation, or where the violation is due to reasonable
cause”).

• Modifies definition of reasonable cause as: “an act or omission in which a covered
entity or business associate knew, or by exercising reasonable diligence would have
known, that the act or omission violated an administrative simplification provision,
but in which the covered entity or business associate did not act with willful
neglect.”

• Also allows states attorneys general to enforce HIPAA rules by bringing civil action on
behalf of state courts.
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NPRM: Penalty Factors

Civil Monetary Penalty Amounts
• Implements Social Security Act requirements for Secretary of HHS to

consider the following factors when imposing Civil Monetary Penalties
for violations:

•  The nature and extent of the violation including but not limited to:
– The number of individuals affected
– Time period during which the violation occurred

• The nature and extent of the harm resulting from the violation, including
but not limited to whether the violation
– Caused physical harm,
– Resulted in financial harm
– Resulted in harm to the individual’s reputation
– Hindered an individual’s ability to obtain health care
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Penalty Factors Continued

• How the covered entity responded to previous complaints.
• The financial condition of the covered entity including

– Whether the covered entity had financial difficulties that affected its
ability to comply;

– Whether the imposition of CMP’s would jeopardize the ability of the
covered entity to continue to provide or pay for healthcare

– The size of the covered entity and
• “Such other matters as justice may require”
• Places a limitation on the Secretary’s authority to impose a civil

monetary penalty to the extent that a covered entity or business
associate can demonstrate that a penalty has been imposed
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Penalty Factors Continued

• The history of prior compliance with the HIPAA rules including violations
by the covered entity or business associate including but not limited to:
– Whether the current violation is the same or similar to previous

indications of noncompliance
– Whether and to what extent the covered entity has attempted to

correct previous indications of noncompliance;
– How the covered entity responded to technical assistance from the

Secretary provided in the context of compliance efforts;
CMP distribution to Individual harmed by violation
• Requires HHS to establish a methodology for distributing to a

harmed individual a percentage of the civil monetary penalties
and monetary settlements collected under the Privacy and
Security rules.    Pended to future rule making
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• CVS settled for $2.25 million in 2009 and Rite Aid fined  $1 million in
2010  for disposing of prescriptions and pill bottles in trash
containers.

• Physician in Little Rock sentenced to one year probation, $5,000 fine
and 50 hours of community service educating professionals on
HIPAA.  Physician was convicted of looking at a patient record after
hearing a news report because he wanted to see if the news report
was accurate.

From the Headlines

Breach Notification Requirements

Notification Requirements in effect since September 23, 2009

• Notify each individual “whose unsecured PHI” has been
reasonably believed to have been accessed, acquired or
disclosed as a result of a breach.

• Breach is defined as : acquisition, use or disclosure that is not
permitted under the Privacy Rule.
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Notification Requirements

• Notification to the patient “without reasonable delay” but no later than 60
days

• For deceased patients, notice must be given to the next of kin
• Notice to covered entities by BA’s when BA’s discover a breach
• Immediate notification to DHHS for breaches involving 500 or more

individuals and notice to “prominent media outlets”
• Requirements for annual reporting of breaches involving less than 500

individuals of “unsecured PHI” that pose a significant financial risk or
other harm to the individual

• Required by end of first quarter of each calendar year for year prior

18
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Notification continued

• 130 breaches involving more than 500 individuals posted from
9/23/2009 to 8/2010.  Largest was 1.2 million individuals on a
laptop.  Most common – loss or theft of a desktop, network server,
laptop, electronic device or CD. Some due to loss of paper
records.

• Previously HHS has blocked names of private physician practices.
but has now named the physician practices
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Breach Notification Exceptions

There are three exceptions to the definition of “breach.” 
1) An unintentional use or access by a workforce member

acting within scope of their responsibilities

2) Inadvertent disclosure of PHI from a workforce member to
another workforce member at the covered entity or business
associate.   

As long as, the information cannot be further used or
disclosed in a manner not permitted by the Privacy Rule.
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Exception (safe harbor)

3) If the covered entity or business associate has a good faith
belief that the unauthorized individual, to whom the 

impermissible disclosure was made, would not have been 
able to retain the information

The assessment of the breach should be documented in event of an
investigation or complaint

Note:	  final	  rule	  making	  pulled	  back	  by	  HHS	  in	  August	  2010	  pending	  further
changes.	  Speculation	  is	  that	  the	  harm	  threshold	  is	  under	  review.	  Several
congressman	  had	  objected	  to	  the	  final	  rules	  ‘harm	  threshold”	  provision,
which	  allows	  a	  covered	  entity	  to	  perform	  a	  risk	  assessment	  to	  determine	  the
level	  of	  harm	  in	  a	  potential	  breach

21
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Patient Changes to Patient Rights
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PHI Definition

HIPAA applies to the use or disclosure of protected Health Information
(PHI) by a “covered entity” (hospital, physician, health plan, insurance
company) that:
– Identifies an individual
– Relates to an individual’s health, healthcare treatment or healthcare

payment.
– Is maintained or disclosed electronically, on paper or verbal

• NPRM July 2010:  Proposes changes to definition of PHI
– Removes from definition information relating to patients who have

been deceased for 50 or more years
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Patient Rights Under HIPAA

• Receive copy of Notice of Privacy Practices*
• Inspect and obtain copies of records*
• Control disclosure of information (with limits)
• Request accounting of disclosures for prior 6 years (effective April

14, 2003)*
• Add an addendum (statement) or amend (correct) the record
• Request restrictions on use and disclosures of Protected Health

Information (PHI)*
• Request that we communicate with them at alternate location or

method
• File a complaint with the organization or Office of Civil Rights for

privacy violations or organizations privacy practices

* Changes  with the Hi-Tech Act and NPRM
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Restrictions on Disclosures of PHI: HITECH

• Individuals have right to request restrictions in the amount of
information disclosed or to whom the information is disclosed

• Under original regulations, the covered entity was not required to
agree to the request but had to provide a response to patient
agreeing to or denying the request.

• Hi-Tech:  Must agree to restriction in situations where patient pays
for service and does not want service billed to their insurance
company  (Effective 2/17/2010)

• Patient must request at each time paying for service related to
the condition for which requesting restriction

Restriction Requests: NPRM

Request for Restrictions of Information NPRM.  
• Requires that the restriction is also made to a business associate of the

health plan.  

• Clarification in discussion that if patient has two chronic conditions, can
limit information to health plan on one of the two if patient pays in full for
one of the services (ie diabetes and asthma).   If patient fails to pay for
service in full (ie bounced check), the covered entity can submit to
healthplan for payment after notice to patient.   However, must give
notice to patient and opportunity to submit payment.

• Issues to be clarified and addressed:  how to record in patient records
that one condition cannot be revealed to health plan.
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Restriction: NPRM

• Covered entity may not unilaterally terminate restriction request for these
mandatory restrictions.

• If patient returns for follow up care related to the original restriction, and
does not request a restriction at the time and does not pay in full for
services, there is no restriction related to the follow up treatment.

• If health plan requests information regarding the original restricted
treatment, the restriction would not apply to any PHI needed to effect
payment for the follow up treatment even if it pertained to prior treatment
that was restricted.

• Covered Entities are encouraged to discuss these issues with patient.
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Notice of Privacy Practices

• Explains how information is used and explains where the organization
may be required under other laws to release information.

• Explains patient rights and how patients can exercise those rights

• Provided  to patients at their first visit and posted on website and in
practice sites

• Organization must only use/disclose information as described in their
Notice of Privacy Practices

NPRM Changes

Covered entities to revise Notice of Privacy Practices to include:
• A statement that describes uses and disclosures that require an authorization,

and to provide notice that any other uses and disclosures will not be made
without the individual’s authorization.
– Address psychotherapy notes
– Marketing purposes

• Statement if the covered entities plans to provide individuals with subsidized
communications such as appointment reminders, or information about treatment
alternatives, and provide notice of opt out mechanism;

• Mandatory acceptance of restriction requests to health plan when patient pays in
full

 
• HHS is also soliciting input on whether notice should include breach notification

requirements.
29
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Amount of Information to be Used/Disclosed

• Minimum Necessary Concept

 Adds to previous concepts of “right” and “need” to know
 Restricts access, use, disclosure, and requests to minimum necessary to

fulfill particular task or function
 Applies to payment, healthcare operations, research
 Does not apply to :

 Treatment (generally all information can be used for treatment)
 Authorized by the patient  -  Limited to only the amount authorized by the

patient in writing
 Disclosures required by law (mandatory reporting including infectious)

 Amount limited to that required under applicable law

 HI-Tech Alert:  By 8/17/2010 – Disclosures should be in a limited data set or
minimum necessary as provided in as yet unreleased federal government
guidance.  Appears will request input from provider community in near future
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Patient’s Request for Access to and Copies of PHI

• Patient has a right to request access to inspect and/or obtain a copy of
his/her PHI for as long as the record is maintained (minimum of 6 years under
HIPAA but state law may require records to be kept longer)

• Timely response is required – 30 days for HIPAA (Access within 5 days
and/or copy within 15 days under California law)

• Request can be denied in very limited circumstances and patient has a right
to appeal the denial

• Hi-Tech Alert:  Must be able to provide patient with a copy of their
information from and EHR in electronic format effective 2/17/2010

NPRM: Access to Records

Patient Access to Designated Record Set

• Strengthens patients’ right to an electronic copy of their PHI where a covered entity uses or
maintains an electronic health record. Request should be in writing, signed by the patient,
clearly identify the designated person and where to send the copy of protected health
information.

• Covered entities to ensure reasonable safeguards are in place to protect the information
 
• Permits patients to request that electronic copy be placed on his or her own electronic

media.  If patient requests information be sent via unencrypted email, the covered entity
should notify the patient of the risks associated with this method.

 
• Requesting solicitation on time frame for responding to requests which is currently 30 days

under federal law.
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Accounting of Disclosures

• Individual has right to an Accounting of all Disclosures for prior 6
years but no earlier than 4/13/ 2003 for purposes other than
treatment, payment and certain health care operations, and
those not authorized by the patient.

• Accounting of Disclosure includes:
 Written, verbal, electronic
 Research
 Those the patient did not authorized but required by Law

• HiTech Alert:  Must provide accounting of uses of
information for treatment, payment and healthcare
operations.  Effective date depends on acquisition of an
Electronic Health Record – 2011 (new systems) or 2014
(current systems)

• Delayed for future rule making. Comments have been solicited
from covered entities regarding this provision.
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Changes to Uses and
Disclosures of PHI
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Fundraising

• Requires that covered entities provide individuals with a “clear and conspicuous”
opportunity for opt out of receiving fundraising communication

• Requires that an opt out be treated as a revocation of authorization under the
privacy rule  rather than making “reasonable efforts”

• Opt out mechanism must not incur an undue burden or no more than minimal
cost to patient

• HHS also seeking input on whether additional categories of PHI could be used or
disclosed for fundraising such as department of service or other similar
information, and if so what categories?

• Soliciting feedback on whether covered entities should provide patients with an
opt out before receiving the first fundraising solicitation, in addition to opt out with
every subsequent solicitation.
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Research : NPRM 2010

Research Authorizations: Compound Authorizations
• Permits authorization for disclosure of information for research to

be combined into informed consent document
• Allow consent for use of PHI to create a research database or

repository for future research
• Authorization section still must include notice to patient of how to

revoke authorization, and meet authorization requirements.
• Must describe the future research in sufficient detail to allow an

informed consent.

36
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NPRM: Marketing

• Marketing means to make communication about a product or
service that encourages recipients of the communication to
purchase or use the product or service.

• Requires authorization for certain health related communications
which are currently exempted from definition of marketing, if the
covered entity receives remuneration in exchange for making
the communication.
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Marketing continued

• Examples:  A hospital sends flyers to patients about the acquisition of
new state of the art equipment.
– If manufacturer of the equipment funds the mailing:  Require a

patient authorization for marketing.
– If the mailing was funded by a local charitable foundation, such as a

breast cancer foundation, authorization for marketing is not needed
since the covered entity would not be receiving remuneration on
behalf of the entity whose product or service was being described.

• Requires providers to provide notice in notice of privacy practices when
a provider intends to send such subsidized treatment communications as
well as opportunity to opt out of receiving such communications.

• Opt out mechanism should not case undue burden on patient or more
than a nominal cost such as letter, email address, toll free number.
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Marketing continued

Prohibits sale of PHI without valid authorization from patient
• Requires authorization for sale of PHI with the following

exceptions:
– public health activities
– research purposes
– treatment of the individual
– sale, transfer, merger or consolidation of all or a part of a

covered entity and for due diligence
– services performed by a business associate
– providing an individual with access to their own PHI

• Remuneration must be reasonable, cost-based fee to cover cost
of preparing and transmitting the information.

39
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Business Associates

• Business Associates are companies or individuals outside of the
entity who provide administrative services for the provider such as:
billing, legal, data analysis, release of information, accreditation
services among others.

• Added definition of Business Associate to include
– Patient Safety Activities and requires third Party PSOs must be

treated as a BAA
– Health Information Exchange Organizations including RHIOs, E-

prescribing gateways or other vendors who provide BAA services
with respect to PHI and requires routine access to such PHI

– Vendors that contract with a CE to allow the CE to offer personal
health records to patients as part of their EHR

Under HITECH Business Associates are required to comply with
the HIPAA Security Requirements Effective 2/17/2010

Business Associates: NPRM

• Clarifies that a Covered entity is not required to enter into a BAA with
another health care provider when the disclosure of the PHI concerns
the treatment of an individual. 

• Clarifies that information refers to PHI and not to broader “individually
identifiable health information”.   

• Business Associate is only permitted to use or disclose PHI as required
by their contract agreements or as required by law; any other use or
disclosure would violate the Privacy Rule.  

• Requires business associates to limit PHI to the minimum necessary to
accomplish the intended use, disclose or request.  

• Clarifies that business associate workforce member includes employees,
volunteers, trainees and other persons whose conduct in the
performance of work for a business associate is under the direct control
of the business associate.
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Business Associates Continued

• Business Associate contract must provide that the Business Associate
will report to the covered entity security breaches of unsecured protected
health information.  Subcontractors of a business associate must notify
the Business associate, which in turn must then notify the covered entity.

• Subcontractors of BAs are also business associates to the extent they
require access to PHI and are required to comply with same
requirements as primary business associate.

• The Business Associate must have a written contract with
subcontractors or other arrangement that a subcontractor will
appropriately safeguard protected health information.

42
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To be Determined:  Future Guidance

Provides for further Development of Guidance, reports and studies by
HHS: 

• Guidance on what constitutes the minimum necessary amount of
information for purposes of the privacy rule

• Report by the GAO regarding recommendations for a methodology
under which harmed individuals may receive a percentage of CMPs and
monetary settlements under the HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules

• Report to Congress on HIPAA Privacy and Security enforcement
• Study and report on the application of privacy and security requirements

to non-HIPAA covered entities
• Guidance on de-identification
• Study on the Privacy Rules definition of psychotherapy notes and

inclusion of test results data
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Are you ready?

• Disclaimer: This information was most current available as of 8/1/2010
• NPRM comments due 9/13/2010
• This will continue to be an area of change for several months yet
• Stay on top of changing rules as much as you can:

– Look for updates from your Privacy and Security Officers
– Use free newsletters
– Subscribe to OCR updates
– Utilize your Health Information Management resources
– Professional Organizations

44

Are you Ready?

 Review your breach notification processes: how do you identify a breach
and who do you report it to?

 Review process for notification to HHS
 Implement a process to document your harm assessment
 Do you have a process and resources to handle a large breach?
 Review your current Notice of Privacy Practices (NPP)
 Revise your NPP once final changes are issued

 Plan for distribution of New NPP and posting to your website
 Review policies and processes especially for

 Restriction requests
 Provision of medical record to patient
 Accounting of disclosures
 Marketing and fundraising
 Use and disclosure for research

45
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Are You Ready?

 Review your BAA’s  to make sure you have identified all Business
Associates

 Do you use a PSO, or participate in a HIE? If so, will likely need a BAA
with them as well

 Have you revised your BAA agreement to include new provisions,
notification requirements, subcontractors?

 Have you had all your current BAAs sign your new agreement?
 Review your practices for handling PHI especially electronic use of PHI.

Many breaches due to loss and theft of unencrypted PHI.
 Do you encrypt your laptops, flash drives?
 How do you destroy your paper records?
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Are You Ready?

 Review how you handle your paper records
 Do you have procedure to restrict information if patient pays in full out of

pocket?
 Can you provide the patient with an electronic copy of their PHI?
 Can you provide an accounting of disclosures for TPO from your

electronic record?
 Do you do fundraising?
 Do you send marketing communications to your patients?
 Do you “sell” patient information?

47

Final Thoughts

• Regulations are undergoing change at a rapid pace
• HHS seeking input from provider community – provide it! Use

your professional organization as well as a resource
• Safeguard information and take a careful look at how handling

your electronic information
• Follow your compliance program:

– Train your staff,
– Implement and train on your policies
– Monitor your compliance
– Take corrective and disciplinary action
– Take corrective action on any issues you identify

• Be aware of how quickly technology is changing and new risks:
social networks, iPads, EHRs, etc.
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Resources

This is an area that is undergoing rapid change.  To stay current on status
of regulations:

• Office of Civil Rights website has regulations and Frequently asked
Questions
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa/   and
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/

• Cal OHI
http://www.ohi.ca.gov/state/calohi/ohiHome.jsp

State Health Information Management Association

Questions
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